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Board Chair’s Accountability Statement 
 
The Knowledge Network Corporation 2018/19 Annual Service Plan Report 
compares the corporation’s actual results to the expected results identified in the 
2018/19 - 2020/21 Service Plan created in February 2018. I am accountable for 
those results as reported. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Maurine Karagianis  
Chair, Knowledge Network Corporation Board of Directors 
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Chair/CEO Report Letter  
 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, we are pleased to submit Knowledge 
Network Corporation’s 2018/19 Annual Service Plan Report.  
 
British Columbia’s Knowledge Network is a trusted public service that informs, 
educates and inspires. Our programming shines a light on the environmental, 
social, cultural and economic forces that affect our daily lives – crucial to 
building and maintaining sustainable, healthy societies today and for generations 
to come.  
 
Knowledge Network supports Government priorities by providing a universally 
accessible service that provides programs in the public interest. We make life 
more affordable by providing a high quality public service free and commercial-
free through television and streaming services, with new apps and curated 
collections added this year. 
 
To deliver the services that people count on, we provide programming to meet 
the diverse needs of viewers, such as educational content that fosters learning for 

young children and their families and programs that connect seniors to their province and the world.  
 
To build a strong, sustainable, innovative economy that works for everyone, we invest in original 
documentaries and programs for children. Four Knowledge Originals premiered in 2018/19: Shut Up 
and Say Something, Looking at Edward Curtis, Living In HOpe and This Mountain Life. Development 
opportunities for emerging and established filmmakers were also provided, most notably through the 
B.C. Documentary History Project Filmmaker Boot Camp. With the support of Creative B.C., 
Knowledge Network hosted filmmaker workshops about the multi-year documentary initiative 
commemorating the 150th anniversary of British Columbia's entry into Confederation in 2021. 
 
In support of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People and the Truth and 
Reconciliation Calls to Action, Knowledge Network reflects Indigenous cultural diversity through 
programming and projects from Indigenous filmmakers.  
 
As B.C.’s public broadcaster, we are grateful for the support from loyal donors across the province. In 
fiscal 2018/19, we exceeded our target for the Knowledge Partners Annual Fund, raising $4.82 
million. Increased donations have enabled us to support more B.C. stories by B.C. filmmakers.  
 
As a Crown corporation, a regulated broadcaster and a registered charity, accountability and 
transparency guide all our planning and decision making. All new Board members receive a detailed 
orientation and participate in professional development opportunities. The CEO and Board Chair meet 
with the Minister throughout the year to ensure Knowledge Network Corporation actions are aligned 
with our Mandate Letter.  

 
     

Maurine Karagianis 
Chair, Knowledge Network Corporation  

Rudy Buttignol, C.M. 
President & CEO, Knowledge Network Corporation  

Maurine Karagianis
Board Chair

Rudy Buttignol, C.M. 
President & CEO
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Purpose of the Annual Service Plan Report 
 
The Annual Service Plan Report (ASPR) is designed to meet the requirements of the Budget 
Transparency and Accountability Act (BTAA), which sets out the legislative framework for planning, 
reporting and accountability for Government organizations. Under the BTAA, the Crown 
Corporation’s Board is required to report on the actual results of the Crown’s performance related to 
the forecasted targets documented in the previous year’s Service Plan.  
 
Purpose of the Organization 
 
Knowledge Network is a Crown corporation, created in 2008 under the Knowledge Network 
Corporation Act and it is federally licensed by the Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC). Knowledge Network is also a registered charity with the 
Canada Revenue Agency, engaging in fundraising activities through Knowledge Partners and the 
Knowledge Endowment Fund.  
 
British Columbia’s Knowledge Network is supported through donations from viewers and an annual 
operating grant from the Province of B.C. We are dedicated to the exploration of life, connecting 
British Columbians to the world through commercial-free programming anytime, anywhere.  
 
Knowledge Network delivers educational content to British Columbians including content that 
informs and educates British Columbians about their province and about issues that are relevant to 
them. This content is delivered through mandatory carriage on cable, direct-to-home satellite and 
internet protocol television (IPTV) services. Programs are also available through streaming video at 
Knowledge.ca, KnowledgeKids.ca, the Knowledge apps and the Knowledge Kids Go apps. We 
develop, license and commission documentaries for broadcast on all platforms.  
 
Subsidiaries  
Knowledge-West Communications Corporation (KWCC) owned and operated BBC (British 
Broadcasting Corporation) Kids, a Canadian children’s subscription channel. The BBC Kids channel 
closed in December 2018. The subsidiary will remain active, however, until 2019 when the final 
dividends are dispersed. For further information on KWCC, please see Appendix B. 
 
  

http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/lc/statreg/07022_01#section4
http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/lc/statreg/07022_01#section4
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Strategic Direction 
 
The strategic direction set by Government in 2017 and expanded upon in the Board Chair’s Mandate 
Letter from the Minister Responsible in 2018 shaped the 2018/19 Service Plan and the results reported 
in this ASPR.  
 
The following table highlights the key goals, objectives or strategies that support the key priorities of 
Government identified in the 2018/19 Knowledge Network Corporation Service Plan: 
 

 Government Priorities Knowledge Network Corporation Aligns with These Priorities By: 

Making life more 
affordable 

• Offer a high quality public service (free and commercial free) through 
any platform British Columbians choose to use (Objective 2.1).  

Delivering the services 
people count on 

• Enhancing the accessibility and quality of Knowledge Network’s 
regularly scheduled broadcast service to maintain its relevance and 
importance to British Columbians (Goal #1). 

• Strengthening programming to meet the diverse needs of viewers, 
specifically positive, educational content that fosters learning for young 
children and their families, and programs that inform and inspire 
audiences 50+ (Objective 1.1). 

A strong, sustainable 
economy 

• Championing more B.C. stories and support more storytellers (Goal 
#3). 

• Creating more B.C. and Canadian stories and strengthen the 
independent production community through commissioning efforts 
(Objective 3.1).  

 
Operating Environment 
 
Knowledge Network has identified three primary risks that impacted our public service. The strategies 
supporting our strategic goals helped mitigate these risks within our operating environment:  
 
1. Multi-platform broadcast rights  

• The increase in online streaming and video on demand (VOD) services created more 
competition for programs and their multi-platform rights, increasing costs and availability of 
content. 

 
2. Audience behaviour  

• Investments in multi-platform delivery continued to be essential as audiences’ access content 
from platforms such as websites, apps and VOD. 

 
3. Revenue generation  

• Charitable giving in Canada continued to decline amidst a growing number of charities 
seeking support. 

 

https://www.knowledge.ca/sites/default/files/PDFs/KNC-2018-19-Mandate-Letter.pdf
https://www.knowledge.ca/sites/default/files/PDFs/KNC-2018-19-Mandate-Letter.pdf
https://www.knowledge.ca/sites/default/files/PDFs/KNC-2018-19-to-2020-21-Service-Plan.pdf
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Report on Performance 
 
Our goals and strategies are based on our Strategic Plan entitled The Best Is Yet To Come. This is our 
first year reporting out on this three-year plan. Investment in original programming, expansion of 
digital platforms and growth in donors and donations are reflected through our performance measures. 
 
Goals, Objectives, Measures and Targets  
 
Goal 1:  Enhance the accessibility and quality of Knowledge Network’s 

television service to maintain its relevance and importance to British 
Columbians 

 
The rapid proliferation of new devices and web channels is changing the way television is watched. 
Regularly scheduled TV programming, however, continues to garner the majority of viewing, 
especially for older audiences. Knowledge Network’s scheduled television service – delivered on 
cable, satellite, web and mobile apps – is the popular and vital foundation on which our growth is 
built.  
 
Objective 1.1:  Strengthen programming to meet the diverse needs of viewers, 

specifically positive, educational content that fosters learning 
for young children and their families, and programs that inform 
and inspire audiences 50+ 

 
Key Highlights:  

• Premiered four Knowledge original documentaries: 
1. Shut Up and Say Something - acclaimed B.C. Indigenous spoken word artist Shane 

Koyczan embarks to reconnect with the father he never knew.  
2. Looking at Edward Curtis - explores the Pacific Northwestern work of photographer 

Edward Curtis from an Indigenous perspective.  
3. Living In HOpe - follows patients and health care providers at the HOpe Centre in 

North Vancouver as they work together on a bold, human approach to mental health.  
4. This Mountain Life - takes viewers high in the snowy peaks of B.C. with a mother and 

daughter who embark on a six-month trek through the treacherous Coast Mountains.  
• Offered programming to meet the diverse needs of viewers, specifically positive, educational 

content that fosters learning for young children and their families, as well as programming that 
informs and inspires seniors. 

• Continued to strengthen the primetime schedule with high quality arts, culture, social issue, 
history and natural history documentaries, performing arts and drama from B.C., Canada and 
the world. Highlights include The Asian Century, an eight-part series examining the major 
political events and the leading figures behind them in both China and India. 

• Invested in programming that promotes literacy and numeracy for young children.  
• Expanded Storyville timeslot from two hours to three to increase the number of feature 

documentaries and create more space for B.C. and Canadian storytellers. 
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Performance Measures 

2016/17 
Actuals 

2017/18 
Actuals 

2018/19 
Target 

2018/19 
Actuals 

2019/20 
Target 

2020/21 
Target 

1.1a 
Total 
Reach1 

(People) 

Knowledge 
Primetime/Overnight N/A2 2,913,000 3,000,000 3,018,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 

Knowledge Kids N/A2 2,191,000 2,000,000 2,173,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 

Data Source: Numeris Canada 
1 Unduplicated number (number of people exposed) of those viewing at least one minute of programming in the 
Vancouver Extended Market and Western Prairie Balance Market for Knowledge Primetime/Overnight (viewers 2+, 6pm 
to 4am) and Knowledge Kids (viewers 2+, 6am to 6pm, M-F; 6am to 12pm, Sat-Sun). 
2 In the 2017/18 Annual Report, Total Reach was adjusted to include B.C. markets outside of the Lower Mainland and 
Vancouver Island, as well as overnight data. Fiscal 2016/17 Actual data with these adjustments is not available. 
 
Discussion  
Knowledge Network exceeded targets for all performance measures, reflecting the relevance of 
programming with audiences on television and streaming services. The performance measure for 
Total Reach was revised starting in 2017/18 to include B.C. markets outside of the Lower Mainland 
and Vancouver Island. In past years, this data was not included in the Western Prairie Balance Market 
numbers, as it was not balanced and fully weighted by Numeris (formerly Bureau of Broadcast 
Measurement). Numeris recently made changes to their panels which enabled us to include these 
markets in our reports. We can now reflect viewership across B.C., including overnight data which is 
part of the Primetime audience data. 
 
Goal 2: Improve the audience experience for video on demand by increasing 

the number of available programs and through the development of 
next generation apps and platforms 

 
As new devices and operating systems proliferate, Knowledge Network is working to ensure that our 
programming service is available on any platforms adopted by our audiences. We are also committed 
to a high-quality experience on all platforms. 
 
Objective 2.1:  Our public service is available on any platforms our audiences 

use and the experience is high quality 
 
Key Highlights:  

• Launched the next generation streaming service at Knowledge.ca 
• Expanded the number of curated collections and individual programs for video on demand, 

with an emphasis on arts and culture documentaries. 
• Built a new generation Knowledge IOS app that is AirPlay and Chrome-cast enabled for 

mobile devices, and the first generation Knowledge Apple TV App for Apple devices, based 
on the new Knowledge website technology. 

• Developed and launched first generation Knowledge Kids apps in partnership with Samsung 
Canada for its Smart TV app store for 2016, 2017 and 2018 Samsung models. Knowledge App 
for Apple and Android devices will be completed in fiscal 2019/20. 

http://www.knowledge.ca/
http://www.knowledge.ca/
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Performance Measures 

2016/17 
Baseline 

2017/18 
Actuals 

2018/19 
Target 

2018/19 
Actual 

2019/20 
Target 

2020/21 
Target 

2.1a Total 
Subscribers1 

Knowledge.ca and 
Knowledge App 24,593 33,381 51,700 77,714 95,000 105,000 

 
2.1b 

Total App 
Downloads2 

Knowledge Apps 9,967 13,751 17,100 20,784 20,000 21,000 

Knowledge Kids 
Go Apps 56,005 73,756 92,100 96,143 105,000 115,000 

 
2.1c 

Videos 
Played3 

Knowledge.ca and 
Knowledge Apps 1,133,912 1,124,496 1,160,000 1,355,764 1,396,436 1,438,330 

KnowledgeKids.ca 
and Knowledge 
Kids Apps 

10,211,432 8,356,841 10,310,000 6,674,551 8,550,000 8,600,000 

Data Sources:  
1 Knowledge.ca website database. Tracks total users who complete registration for a Knowledge account (cumulative). 
2 Google Play Console (Android), iTunes Connect (Apple) and Samsung Smart TV Analytics. Tracks lifetime downloads 
(cumulative) for each fiscal year.   
3 Google Analytics. Tracks total videos played across web and mobile platforms in a fiscal year. 
 
Discussion  
Knowledge Network met 4 of 5 targets for performance measures related to our streaming services. 
Increased competition combined with changes to video player technology on the Knowledge Kids Go 
App led to a decrease in videos played. In 2018/19, we launched continued expansion of our digital 
product line by launching the second generation Knowledge IOS App which is AirPlay and Chrome-
cast enabled for phones and tablets, and the first generation Knowledge Apple TV App. We also 
launched first generation Knowledge Kids Samsung TV Apps for 2016, 2017 and 2018 Samsung 
models. 
 
Future targets for performance measures have been adjusted based on actuals and align with what was 
last presented in the 2019/20 – 2021/22 Service Plan. Future targets for Total App Downloads – 
Knowledge Kids Go Apps and Videos Played – Knowledge.ca and Knowledge Apps performance 
measures have been increased compared to what was last presented in the 2019/20 – 2021/22 Service 
Plan. 
 
Goal 3: Champion more B.C. stories and support more storytellers 
 
Knowledge Network’s investment in documentaries and children’s programs produced by 
independent filmmakers leverage funding from federal and provincial, public and private sources. 
Increased investment in independent productions will support the creation of more B.C. stories and 
help develop skills within the community. 
 
  

https://www.knowledge.ca/sites/default/files/PDFs/KNC-Service-Plan-2019-20.pdf
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Objective 3.1:  Create more B.C. and Canadian stories and strengthen the 
independent production community through commissioning 
efforts 

 
Key Highlights:  

• Supported early learning for B.C.’s youngest viewers through the development and production 
of The Festival of Wishes, an original animation series featuring Knowledge Kids’ proprietary 
characters, Luna, Chip and Inkie. 

• Invested in feature documentaries, shorts and series in partnership with B.C.’s independent 
production sector. 

• Developed and commissioned more B.C. Indigenous stories told by Indigenous storytellers. 
• Encouraged skills development and mentorship of emerging B.C. filmmakers in partnership 

with Creative BC and other federal and provincial organizations. 
• Initiated the commissioning process for the B.C. Documentary History Project, including the 

four-part history series and short films from independent B.C. filmmakers, including 
Indigenous filmmakers. 
 

 
Performance Measures 

2016/17 
Actuals 

2017/18 
Actuals 

2018/19 
Target 

2018/19 
Actuals 

2019/20 
Target 

2020/21 
Target 

3.1a Direct Investment in 
Multi-Platform 
Content1 

$1,626,688 $2,372,241 $1,800,000 $2,268,966 $2,200,000 $2,200,000 

3.1b Indirect Investment in 
Multi-Platform 
Content (CMF 
envelope, other CMF 
funding, Independent 
production funds, tax 
credits) 2 

$16,582,835 $6,733,573 $11,000,000 $20,218,767 $14,000,000 $12,000,000 

3.1c B.C. Independent 
Production Budgets 
Supported by 
Knowledge Network3 

$4,332,862 $6,019,266 $5,000,000 $25,176,476 $7,000,000 $7,000,000 

Data Sources:  
1 Letters of Intent, short-form commission/lead agreement, or long form commission/lead agreement entered into with 
independent producers in a fiscal year. Knowledge Network directs funds from its budget for original content rights. This 
measure includes Knowledge Network investment in television and online original content for both children and adults. 
Targets may be adjusted due to the non-cyclical nature of content production in future reports.   
2 Financing plans for projects where Knowledge Network has issued a Letter of Intent, short-form commission/lead 
agreement, or long form commission/lead agreement in a fiscal year. As a licensed broadcaster, Knowledge Network can 
help B.C. independent producers trigger funding for B.C. independent productions from third-party funding sources.  
Includes certified Canadian independent production funds, the Canada Media Fund (CMF), and federal and provincial tax 
credits. Based on Knowledge Network’s investment, funding is generated from independent production funds towards 
B.C. and Canadian projects.    
3 Project budgets submitted by independent producers where Knowledge Network has issued Letters of Intent, short-form 
commission/lead agreements, or long form commission/lead agreements. It represents all contributions to independent 
production budgets, including those committed by Knowledge Network in a fiscal year (includes certified Canadian 
independent production funds, the Canada Media Fund, and federal and provincial tax credits). 
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Discussion  
Knowledge Network made direct investments in 22 original multi-platform projects in 2018/19. This 
included seven projects that Knowledge Network either commissioned or is the lead broadcaster. 
Highlights include The Festival of Wishes, our first original animation pilot featuring Knowledge 
Kids’ proprietary characters, Luna, Chip and Inkie. The pilot went into production with Vancouver’s 
Mainframe Studios. 
 
The significant increases in performance measures 3.1b and 3.1c include the budgets for two 
Canadian, animated children’s co-productions supported by Knowledge Network. Projects of this 
scale are not the norm; targets for this measure will vary based on the non-cyclical nature of content 
production. 
 
Future targets for performance measures have been adjusted based on actuals and align with what was 
last presented in the 2019/20 – 2021/22 Service Plan. 
 
Goal 4: Connect with more viewers to enlarge the donor base and grow the 

Endowment Fund 
 
Knowledge Network’s current donor base is both loyal and generous. It is, however, vital to our 
long-term sustainability that we continue to attract new donors, as well as increase donations and 
long-term support through legacy giving in the Knowledge Endowment Fund. 
 
Objective 4.1:  Attract new donors to offset attrition and to increase donations 

and long-term support for B.C.’s public broadcaster 
 
Key Highlights:  

• Increased new donors by 20 per cent. 
• Utilized the capabilities of the newly launched Knowledge.ca website to cultivate viewers and 

convert them to donors. 
• Hosted an estate planning seminar for Knowledge Partners. 

 
 

 
Performance Measures 

2016/17 
Actuals 

2017/18 
Actuals 

2018/19 
Target 

2018/19 
Actual 

2019/20  
Target 

2020/21 
Target 

4.1a Knowledge Partner 
Donations1 

 
$4,292,887  

 
$4,530,238 $4,300,000 $4,831,352 $4,794,000 $4,800,000 

4.1b Legacy Circle Donors2 585 675 700 825 850 900 

Data Sources: Blackbaud donor database. 
1 Tracks total Knowledge Partner donations received each year. 
2 Tracks total number of individuals who have notified us that they have left a gift to Knowledge Network in their will 
each fiscal year (cumulative). 
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Discussion  
The Knowledge Partners Annual Fund donations exceeded expectations reaching over $4.8 million 
dollars. This is an increase of 6.6 per cent over last year. Our overall donor base (counted as 
households) increased by 2.3 per cent, representing approximately 40,000 individual donors. This can 
be attributed to a very successful contest to win a trip for two to England in fall of 2018.  
 
New donors increased by 20 per cent over 2017/18. This is significant, as Blackbaud Index Canada 
notes a 3.6 per cent decrease in overall charitable giving as of February 2019. 
 
The number of Legacy Circle donors continues to grow. Knowledge Network hosted an estate 
planning seminar in February 2019 to help drive legacy prospects to the Knowledge Endowment 
Fund. In 2018/19, the Knowledge Endowment Fund received $1.309 million in contributions. 
 
Knowledge Network recently underwent an in-depth process to achieve accreditation in Imagine 
Canada’s Standards Program, awarded to charities and non-profit organizations that demonstrate 
excellence in board governance, financial accountability, staff management and volunteer 
involvement. Imagine Canada accreditation will strengthen our visibility among potential new donors 
as a trusted charity in Canada.  
 
Future targets for both performance measures have been increased compared to what was last 
presented in the 2019/20 – 2021/22 Service Plan. 
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Financial Report 
 
Discussion of Results 
 
Knowledge Network Corporation ended the fiscal year with an annual surplus of $1.837 million, of 
which $1.309 million pertains to Endowment contributions and $233,000 in net investment income, 
which are held in trust and not treated as operating revenue.  This year’s operating surplus of 
$295,000 represents 2.3 per cent of our overall operating budget.  
 
2018/2019 Consolidated Surplus   

 Actual  
 ($000)  

Total Consolidated Revenue $12,694  100.0% 

   
Amounts included in operating surplus:   
Endowment contributions to be invested $1,309  10.3% 
Endowment net income after management fees (to be reinvested) $233  1.8% 
Actual operating surplus (or deficit) $295  2.3% 

Total Annual Surplus on Financial Statements $1,837 14.5% 
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Highlights 
 
Resource Summary 
 

(Reported in '000) 

 2017/18 Actual   2018/19  
Budget1   2018/19 Actual   2018/19 Budget 

Variance  

Provincial Operating Grant2             6,558              6 ,851              6,612  (239)  

Donations and Sponsorships             4,513              4,325              4,845                  520  

Revenue from Subsidiary Operations                 908                  517                  520                    3 

Amortization of Deferred Contributions                 328                  320                  301                  (19) 
Endowment Investment and Other 
Revenue3                 607                 430                  417                   (13) 

Total Revenues           12,914            12,443            12,695                  252 
     

Programming and Presentation             2,110              2,127              2,101  (26) 

Marketing and Development             2,352              2,222              2,249  27 

Broadcast Platforms and Corporate IT             1,964              2,056              2,060                       4  

General                 504                  417                  368  (49) 

Amortization of Broadcast Rights             3,077              3,511              3,334                (177) 

Administration             1,292              1,443              1,327  (116) 

Subsidiary Operations              1,108                  613                  728 115 

Total Expenses           12,407            12,389            12,167                (222) 

Annual Surplus from Operations                 507  54                 528                 474 
     

Endowment Contributions4             1,775                  800              1,309                  509  
     

Annual Surplus             2,283                  854             1,837 983 
     

Capital Expenditures             4,369              4,000              4,828                  828  

Total Liabilities             2,794              2,851              2,206   

Accumulated Surplus           19,605            19,668            21,442   

  
 
                                                 
1 2018/19 budget column matches the 2018/19 Service Plan, but differs from the audited financial statements. The difference is due to a change in the 
presentation of the deferred BC Documentary History Project grant. 
2 Excludes grant for BC Documentary History Project, allocated over 4 years: 2017/18:$150,000; 2018/19:$250,000; 2019/20:$450,000; 
2020/21:$150,000. Grant has been deferred - refer to note 4b in the Audited Financial Statements. 
3 Includes realized investment income.  
4 Endowment contributions are held in trust and not treated as operating revenue. 
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Variance and Trend Analysis 
 
Provincial Operating Grant 
The operating grant was $239k less than budget. This difference is due to the deferral of the B.C. 
Documentary History Project grant of $250k.  
 
The $53k variance from the previous year is due to increased funding for the Economic Stability 
Mandate, from $98k to 141k.  
 
Donations and Sponsorships 
Donations were $520k more than budget, and $332k more than last year. We experienced the largest 
donations ever received in seven of twelve months during the fiscal. Part of this success can be 
attributed to our Jolly Olde England contest. 
 
Subsidiary Operations – Revenue 
Subsidiary revenues were $388k less than the previous year. The revenues represent nine months of 
operations as the BBC Kids service was discontinued on December 31, 2018 (see Appendix B). 
 
Amortization of Deferred Contributions 
During the year, actual deferred contributions amortized were $19k less than budget and $27k less 
than the previous year. The deferred contributions pertain to amounts that are recognized as revenue 
to offset amortization of externally funded projects. 
 
Endowment Investment and Other Income 
These revenues were $13k less than budget and $190k less than the previous year. The budget 
difference is mainly due to income from corporate investments being under budget by $30k, partially 
offset by increases in other miscellaneous revenues.  
 
The decrease from the previous year is due to income from our corporate investments $32k, reduced 
deferred revenue $100k and reduced channel management revenues $30k. 
 
Programming and Presentation 
These expenses were $26k less than budget and $9k less than the previous year. The budget difference 
is mainly due to closed-captioning costs less than budget. 
 
Marketing and Development 
These expenses were $27k more than budget and $103k less than the previous year. The budget 
variance is due to higher credit card processing fees from increased online donations. The decrease 
from previous fiscal is due to reduced costs of producing our on-air pledge campaigns. 
 
Broadcast Platforms and Corporate IT 
These expenses were $96k more than the previous year, due to these new positions: Broadcast IT 
Systems Technologist and Senior Software Engineer. 
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General 
General expenses were $49k less than budget and $136k less than the previous year. The majority of 
the budget variance is due to amortization of capital equipment that was less than budget by $75k. 
 
The variance from the previous year is mainly due to these items: 
 

Computers, Boardroom tables and chairs purchased previous fiscal   57,732 
Amortization of capital equipment less than previous fiscal    30,391 
Renovations to lounge and donor recognition walls in previous fiscal  21,067 

     Total 
      

109,190 
 
Amortization of Broadcast Rights 
Amortization expense was $177k less than budget and $256k more than the previous year. The budget 
variance is due to broadcast rights for these program that were anticipated to be delivered by year-end, 
but will be deferred to 2019/20: Pup Academy; Super Mighty Maker; Blink & Aazoo; Ping & Pong; 
Hope for Wildlife; Me, Mum & Willy; Haida Modern; Island Diaries; Northern Gold; The Man I Left 
Behind; Paramedics: Life on the Line; Space Suite 4; Apollo; B.C. History Project Shorts; and 1871. 
 
The increase in costs from the previous year is due to increases from: 

Program Acquisitions          164,555  
Second Window broadcast rights            39,635  
Lead Broadcast rights            84,595  

Total           288,785  
 
Administration 
Administration costs were $116k less than budget and $34k more than the previous year. The budget 
variance was due to budget savings in the training fund ($29k), personnel costs for interns ($16k) and 
personnel cost recovery of ($50k) for subsidiary operations.  
 
Administration costs include: 

Corporate training plan 20,780 
Building lease and operating costs 265,827 
President's Office and Board 400,685 
Finance, Human Resources, Other 639,332 

Total  1,326,624 
 
Subsidiary Operations 
Subsidiary operation expenses were $115k more than budget and $380k less than the previous year. 
The budget variance is a result of $50k in channel management fees, $25k in personnel costs, and 
expensed dividend payment not budgeted. The reduction in expenses from last year is a result of 
operating for nine months instead of twelve. 
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Endowment Contributions 
Endowment contributions received were $509k more than budget and $466k less than the previous 
year. Due to the confidential nature of major gifts, it is difficult to predict when endowment 
contributions will be received. 
 
Capital Expenditures 
Capital asset purchases were $828k more than budget and $458k more than the previous year. The 
budget variance is primarily due to our commissions and acquisitions: 

    Budget Actual Variance 
Paramedics:  Life on the Line   500,000     640,625  140,625  
BC Documentary History Project: People, Places, Things 
(shorts) and 18715             -    

    
359,502   359,502  

Space Suite 4 & Apollo                -         30,750      30,750  
Acquisitions:  Dramas  460,000  573,613    113,613  
Acquisitions:  Childrens' Programs      550,000     644,035     94,035  

   Total 1,510,000  
 

2,248,525  738,525  
 
The variance from the previous year is due to new programs commissioned or acquired this year: 

Luna, Chip & Inkie in The Festival of Wishes          337,796  
Increase in Lead Broadcast rights            84,595  
Increase in Second Window Broadcast rights            39,635  
   Total          462,026  

Risks and Uncertainties 
 
One of the key risks in our operating environment is revenue generation. Knowledge Network has 
experienced an upward trend in charitable donations, even as charitable giving in Canada continues to 
decline amidst a growing number of charities seeking support. Combined with changing 
demographics and viewing habits, donations to Knowledge Network could plateau within the 
foreseeable future.  
 
On-demand streaming services are becoming more numerous and popular with audiences. We are 
continuing to build out our digital product line with additional content and viewing incentives, and 
will be expanding online fundraising efforts. 
 
BBC Kids, our Canadian children’s subscription channel, was a successful revenue generating 
initiative. Although overall revenues far exceeded expectations, a number of significant factors led to 
a decline in profitability of BBC Kids in recent years. Specifically, significant changes in the 
operating and regulatory environment for BBC Kids. Regulatory changes placed independent 
specialty services at a disadvantage resulting in less favourable pricing for the channel. As a result, the 
BBC Kids channel was closed in December 2018. Knowledge Network will receive a final dividend 
payment in 2019/20. We continue to look for new opportunities to generate additional revenue to 
support our public service. 
                                                 
5 The final production budget for the BC Documentary History Project was confirmed in spring 2019 after the producers 
completed the development phase. 
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Auditor’s Report & Audited Financial Statements  
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Appendix A – Additional Information  
 
 
Corporate Governance 
 
Knowledge Network is governed by a Board of Directors that is responsible to the Minister of 
Tourism, Arts & Culture. The Ministry is responsible for policy direction while the Board is 
responsible for operational policy and setting the strategic direction of the organization. The President 
and CEO is responsible for the day-to-day leadership and management of Knowledge Network. 
Please click here for more information on Knowledge Network’s corporate governance. 
 
Organizational Overview 
 
British Columbia’s Knowledge Network is a viewer-supported public broadcaster. Our mission is to 
provide all British Columbians with a trusted alternative for the commercial-free exploration of life, 
connecting them to the world through television, web and mobile platforms. Please click here to learn 
more about Knowledge Network. 
 
Contact Information 
 
Knowledge Network Corporation 
4355 Mathissi Place 
Burnaby, B.C. Canada 
V5G 4S8 
 
Phone: 604.431.2222 Toll Free: 1.877.456.6988 
Email: info@knowledge.ca  
Knowledge.ca  
KnowledgeKids.ca 
 
 
  

https://www.knowledge.ca/sites/default/files/PDFs/KNC-Corporate-Governance-Overview-2018.pdf
https://www.knowledge.ca/sites/default/files/PDFs/KNC-Organizational-Overview-2018.pdf
mailto:info@knowledge.ca
http://www.knowledge.ca/
http://www.knowledgekids.ca/
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Appendix B – Subsidiaries and Operating Segments  
 
Active Subsidiaries 
 
Knowledge-West Communications Corporation (KWCC) was incorporated in 1981. KWCC owned 
and operated BBC Kids, a Canadian children’s subscription channel. The CRTC approved KWCC’s 
acquisition of assets for BBC Kids in April 2011. BBC Kids is a commercial-free service reinforcing 
the values of both Knowledge and the BBC. KWCC financial results are proportionately consolidated 
under Knowledge Network Corporation’s audited financial statements. 
 
After seven successful years of operations, the Knowledge-West Communications Corporation 
(KWCC) Board of Directors agreed to wind down the BBC Kids channel on December 31, 2018. 
Profitability of the service was impacted by a number of factors including changes in CRTC policies 
that disadvantage independent programming services such as BBC Kids.  
 
During 2018/19, KWCC paid dividends totaling $1,033M to its shareholders, of which Knowledge 
Network received $400,000. 
 
Resource Summary  

($000) 2017/18 Actual 2018/19 Budget 2018/19 Actual 

Total Revenue 908 517 520 

Total Expenses 1,108 613 728 

Net Income/Excess of Revenue over 
Expenses/Annual Surplus (Deficit) (200) (96) (208) 
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